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Why Just Monitor
Mistakes...

Prevent Them With Control

AgOtter is the first of its kind, state -of-the-art, Spray
Controller engineered specifically for specialty crops, but
diverse enough to work anywhere.

Key Features:
• Take control of your spray inputs to save money and ensure compliance.

• Easily calibrate your sprayer by using the app to learn machine limits and ensuring
a correct application rate.
• Never lose rate control with patented sensor technology, whether under a clear sky
view or full canopy .
• Manage your sprayer fleet for top -end efficiencies utilizing live tracking and other
software partner integrations.

You can not control your input costs
but you can take control of your application costs.
Problem

The AgOtter Solution

Speed violations or uneven terrain

Controls your rate to ensure your application is
uniform, regardless of speed or pressure variations.

Plugged Nozzles/Filter
How much time spent reloading/
spraying/driving around

Alerts Driver in real-time to left and right side
variances in application. Daily log reports shows left/
right variance.
Utilize our cloud software, AgHippo, to gain insight
and analyze spray time, idle time or wasted time
outside field.

Work order integration from Agronomist

Integrates with software partners to streamline the
work order process by sharing and automatically
removing human error in data entry.

Regulatory “Use Report"”/proof
of application

Records all data and optionally reports all spray data
in AgHippo to view verification maps and as-applied
data.

Sprayer compatibililty

Works on any liquid sprayer and for any liquid
application.

Canopy too thick to recieve GGPS

Uses Patented Technology to track sprayers under
the thickest of canopies to ensure proper
calibration and tracking.

Ease of use

Utilizes the iPhone/iPad as the spray console for
simple and easy setup and applicator awareness.

Spray application Management

Connects with AgHippo Live to track the application
live from any device via the web.

Regulatory compliance

Ensure that the sprayer is applying the rate that was
prescribed, and prove it.

Ask us about live-tracking and integrations to automate work orders to
create an automatic connection between retailers and applicators.

Find out more:

Engineered for Control. Developed for Transparency.

